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Text criticism, the process of comparing variant readings of a text with a 
view to establishing the best reading, is a complex endeavor, as all readers 
of this essay recognize. In this essay I shall first survey some of the 
complexities, then survey some of the issues that emerge from the textual 
criticism of the book of Jeremiah, and finally offer a handful of passages in 
which, in my view, text criticism may point toward a better text. 
 

I 

Text criticism emerges in the presence of three preconditions. The first is the 
existence of a text in variant readings, either because (a) it was written 
down more than once from variant oral traditions, or because (b) it was 
composed, written and then copied before the emergence of printing, in the 
process of which variant readings emerged, or because (c) its sources have 
been printed carelessly or casually. The second precondition is the 
dissatisfaction among readers with the existence of variations in a given text 
and the consequent urge to establish a preferred standard of that text. The 
third is the systematic compilation and comparison of those variations and, 
in this endeavor, the willingness to employ, so far as possible, literary or 
literary-historical criteria rather than such (a priori) criteria as theological or 
political considerations in the establishment of that preferred text. 

Nursery rhymes in English satisfy the first precondition but not the 
second and third. English-speaking children today hear and repeat, “Hey 
diddle diddle, / The cat and the fiddle, / The cow jumped over the moon; / 
The little dog laughed / To see such sport, / And the dish ran away with 
the spoon.” Yet there are textual variants to such rhymes, though only 
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specialists such as Iona and Peter Opie trouble to record them.1 They note 
that two early printed versions of “Hey diddle diddle,” namely Mother 
Goose’s Melody, from about 1765, and Pretty Tales, from 1808, offer other 
versions of the fifth line: the former reads “To see such craft” and the latter 
“To see the craft.”2 Now if we were to weigh these variants, we may look at 
other nursery rhymes that offer the same meter and rhyme-scheme: for 
example, “Little Jack Horner / Sat in a corner, / Eating a Christmas pie. / 
He put in his thumb/ And pulled out a plum / And said, ‘What a good boy 
am I!’”3 and “Little Miss Muffet / Sat on a tuffet, / Eating her curds and 
whey; / There came a big spider / Who sat down beside her, / And 
frightened Miss Muffet away.”4 So, with respect to “Hey diddle diddle,” it 
is clear that “to see such craft” is a superior reading, inasmuch as it 
preserves the rhyme with “laughed.” This version of the nursery rhyme, 
however, is now mostly forgotten, doubtless because of the loss of 
awareness of the original (but now obsolete) meaning of “craft,” namely 
“power.” On the other hand, no one is concerned to recite a “superior” or 
“original” version to the young, let alone a “correct” one. 

The text of the Qur’�n satisfies the first two preconditions but in general 
not the third. It would serve no purpose here to set forth the details of the 
establishment of the authoritative text of the Qur’�n; the general view is that 
the caliph ‘Uthm�n (died 656 CE) “canonized the Medinan text tradition and 
that this one was most likely the closest to the original revelation,”5 but the 
process was a complex one completed only centuries later, and 
understandably the traditions about the existence of variant readings do not 
always give the details that historians could wish for.6 

 
1 I. and P. Opie, eds., The Oxford Dictionary of Nursery Rhymes (Oxford: Oxford 

University Press, 1952). 
2 Ibid., 203–205. 
3 Ibid., 234; but as a child I learned “he stuck in his thumb.” 
4 Ibid., 323; but as a child I learned “along came a spider.” 
5 A.T. Welch, “al-�ur’�n,” Encyclopaedia of Islam, New Edition (Leiden: Brill, 1985–) 

5:406a. 
6 For the details see ibid., 406a–409b. 
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Text criticism gradually arose in Europe in the Renaissance in the course 
of the preparation of dependable editions of Greek and Latin classical 
literature. This work was particularly taken up by the Humanists, with their 
cry “Ad fontes,” and led to the preparation of editions of the Christian 
Church fathers as well, notably of Augustine.7 This activity led inevitably to 
critical editions of Scripture itself. The techniques of text criticism were 
steadily sharpened and systematized in the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries.8 

The plays of Shakespeare (1564–1616), though written after the invention 
of printing, fall into category (c) of the first precondition, inasmuch as texts 
of the plays printed during the playwright’s lifetime, the early quartos, 
reflected actors’ memories, notes and the like, and the first folio did not 
appear until 1623. The plays therefore have called for textual criticism:9 one 
presumably wants the best text possible of a play if one is going to stage it 
or even read it for pleasure (compare the second precondition above). 

Let me offer a small text problem in Hamlet; it is a word in Hamlet’s 
soliloquy (“to be or not to be”)—the reference is Act III, Scene 1, line 71 (in 
some editions, line 70). The soliloquy begins in line 56; in standard 
editions10 lines 68–72 read: 

There’s the respect 
That makes calamity of so long life; 
For who would bear the whips and scorns of time, 
The oppressor’s wrong, the proud man’s contumely, 
The pangs of dispriz’d love, the law’s delay . . . . 

 
7 The notable Amersbach edition of Augustine was completed in 1506; see A.E. 

McGrath, The Intellectual Origin of the European Reformation (Oxford: Blackwell, 2004) 
60, 66, 167, 172. 

8 See for example P. Maas, Textual Criticism (Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1958; Eng. 
transl. from the second and third German editions). 

9 See P. Maas, “Textual Criticism,” Oxford Classical Dictionary (1949) 889. 
10 W.J. Craig, ed., The Complete Works of William Shakespeare (Oxford: Oxford 

University Press, 1922); see further M. Spevack, The Harvard Concordance to 
Shakespeare (Cambridge: Harvard University Press) 1020c. 
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What is the textual evidence? The First Quarto lacks the passage 
altogether. In the Second Quarto (1604/5) the last phrase in line 71 
corresponds with the conventional reading, the proude mans contumely. But 
the phrase in the First Folio (1623) is the poore mans contumely.11 

Now the reading “the proud man’s contumely” involves a subjective 
genitive—it is the rude language and treatment extended by the proud man; 
on the other hand the reading “the poor man’s contumely” involves an 
objective genitive—it is the rude language and treatment suffered by the 
poor man. The reading “the oppressor’s wrong, the proud man’s 
contumely” would offer synonymous parallelism and at first glance seems 
the more plausible reading; on the other hand the reading “the poor man’s 
contumely” would offer antonymous parallelism with “the oppressor’s 
wrong,” at the same time echoing the more distant “for who would bear the 
whips and scorns of time” in the previous line. Thomas Caldecott (1744–
1833), in his edition, gives as his primary reading poor, doubtless because it 
is the reading of the First Folio, and he offers this note:12 

The poor man’s contumely] i. e. the slight, the spurnings, to which that 
condition subjects him. “Ridiculos homines facit,” says Juvenal, III. 153. 
The reading of the 4tos. is proud: and certainly that which the one, the 
proud man, offers, is more in the course of the idea, and a more 
natural form of speaking, than that which the other, the poor man, 
suffers.  

But one finds no easy choice between the two readings.13 

When a copy is made from an antecedent text, there are in general three 
causes of variations. There may be, first of all, defects that have developed in 
the antecedent text or that develop later in the copied text. In the 1960s I 
taught in a Protestant theological school in Beirut, and, as it happened, one 
of our students there, a man named Yusuf Matti, had been, before becoming 
 

11 P. Bertram and B.W. Kliman, The Three-Text Hamlet, Parallel Texts of the First and 
Second Quartos and First Folio (New York: AMS Press, 1991) 122–123. 

12 T. Caldecott, Hamlet, and As You Like It, A Specimen of an Edition of Shakespeare 
(London, 1832) 72. 

13 For another instance in Hamlet, see P. Kyle McCarter, Textual Criticism, 
Recovering the Text of the Hebrew Bible (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1986) 15–16. 
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a Presbyterian, a monk in a Syrian Orthodox monastery near Mosul and in 
that capacity had been a copyist of Syriac manuscripts. Needless to say, I 
seized the chance in class discussion to draw on his experience. “In the 
summer,” he told us, “the flies ate the vowels”— evidently some attractant 
in the ink drew the winged pests. (This is a circumstance theretofore 
unrecognized by textual critics: potential errors muscarum causa.) And not 
only might a dot or stroke of ink fade or disappear, papyrus might 
crumble—there are many possibilities. 

There may be, second, inadvertent errors of the copyist. There can be a whole 
range of these: misreadings of the antecedent text (in the instance of biblical 
texts, one thinks of the resemblance in given instances between daleth and 
resh, or of yod and waw),14 haplography, dittography, and all the other types 
of errors that have been classified. And if multiple copies were occasionally 
made at the dictation of a reader, then there are possibilities of mishearing as 
well. 

There may be, third, deliberate changes by the copyist. Yusuf Matti also told 
us, with a twinkle in his eye, “Of course we always corrected the mistakes,” 
indicating by this remark not only that there might have been genuine 
errors in the antecedent text that needed correction but also instances in 
which, for example, an archaic word was unrecognized by the copyist and 
thus (erroneously) “corrected.” 

I began by stating that the purpose of text criticism is to establish the best 
reading. Sometimes that goal is at least theoretically achievable. This is the 
case when a work is written by its author once for all with a specific 
purpose in mind, for example, Aeschylus’s Persae for performance in 472 
BCE.15 

On the other hand, it may be that an author continues to make changes in 
a work with a view to establishing a single, final text; such was the case 
with Virgil’s Aeneid. But: 

 
14 For an array of instances see McCarter, Textual Criticism, 43–49. 
15 For the date see for example T. Harrison, The Emptiness of Asia, Aeschylus’ 

Persians and the History of the Fifth Century (London: Duckworth, 2000) 13. 
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The epic was never completed, never finally revised. In 19 B.C. Virgil visited 
Greece, met Augustus in Athens, was sunstruck in Megara, started home, 
and died soon after reaching Brundisium. On his deathbed he begged his 
friends to destroy the manuscript of his poem, saying that at least three years 
more would have been necessary to give it finished form. Augustus forbade 
them to carry out the request.16 

But in other instances the goal of establishing the “best” reading is 
altogether unclear. A poem may be an anonymous oral epic, recited 
countless times in variant forms: here the very notion of “the text” 
disappears altogether, as studies of oral tradition affirm.17 

 
II 

All these considerations, and more, come together in text criticism of the 
Bible.18 I shall pass by altogether any review of the history of the endeavor, 
from the publication of the great polyglots in the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries to various publications treating of textual questions down to the 
present day; but it is useful here at least to list four special considerations 
that shape the activity of text critics of the Bible. 

(1) Though the MT invites remedy at numerous points, it became, 
centuries ago, a normative text for faith communities. The question therefore 
arises: If in a given instance the text critic can suggest a “better” text than 
the MT, that is, a text which is presumably “more original,” then for whom 
and for what purpose is it “better”? Is it to be the basis for translations 
commissioned by authorities of faith communities as a standard for public 
use, like the NRSV or the JPSV in North America or the Einheitsübersetzung 
 

16 W. Durant, Caesar and Christ (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1944) 239, drawing 
on Suetonius, Vita Vergili, 35. 

17 For the issue in general see the classic work of A.B. Lord, The Singer of Tales 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1960; 2nd ed. 2000) and further J. Vansina, 
Oral Tradition, A Study in Historical Methodology (Chicago: Aldine Publishing, 1965). 
Specifically in regard to the Hebrew Bible see E. Nielsen, Oral Tradition (SBT 11; 
Chicago: Allenson, 1954) and recently S. Niditch, Oral World and Written Word: 
Ancient Israelite Literature (Louisville, KY: Westminster John Knox, 1996). 

18 For a useful survey of the whole field see E. Tov, “The Original Shape of the 
Biblical Text,” Congress Volume, Leuven 1989 (VTSup 43; Leiden: Brill, 1991) 345–359. 
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in German-speaking communities? Or is it for private reading or study in 
commentaries? How much disparity between “official” Bible translations 
for faith communities and translations for private reading or study is 
optimal?19 

(2) With the exceptions of the witness of the Samaritan Pentateuch and of 
the Qumran scrolls, significant evidence for Hebrew readings other than 
those of the MT has been gained only indirectly, through retroversion from 
the ancient Versions. But, clearly, the process of reconstructing a Vorlage 
may bring its own uncertainties. 

(3) The distance between the period of the shaping into final form of the 
given books of the Bible on the one hand and the period of our earliest 
textual witnesses on the other is in most cases centuries, and indeed these 
early centuries are those in which the greatest deformation of the text is 
likely to have taken place. 

(4) Before they reached their proto-canonical state, the texts that ultimately 
became the biblical books had in most instances undergone an extensive 
period of compilation, reshaping and perhaps editing. So, given these literary-
critical issues, the question becomes: What is the temporal base line to which 
the text critic can point and say, “Here is the specific point of origin of the 
text whose best reading we are endeavoring to establish; here is the moment 
where we locate the genesis of the text that we wish to reconstruct”? 

Given these four considerations, the utterly worthy goal of establishing a 
superior reading is beset by multiple subjectivities, and the existence as well 
of what appear to be flawed texts has encouraged scholars to offer 
suggestions of emendations for their repair. Given such subjectivities, the 
Hebrew University Bible Project, of which Textus is the organ, has resolutely 
determined to publish simply what exists, the Masoretic Text with textual 
variations, the Samaritan Pentateuch, Qumran texts, and the ancient 

 
19 See the recent discussion in E. Tov, “The Textual Basis of Modern Translations of 

the Bible: The Argument against Eclecticism,” Textus 20 (2000) 193–211. 
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Versions; the Sample Edition of Isaiah, containing chapters 3, 5, 11, and 61, 
appeared in 1965.20 

Meanwhile the critical apparatus of BHS (1977) continued, like its 
predecessors, to offer conjectural emendations; it is only now in our decade, 
with the publication of the first fascicle of BHQ (2004), that the policy of the 
critical apparatus has shifted to match that of the Hebrew University Bible 
Project, and it is instructive to compare BHS and BHQ in this regard. The 
critical apparatus of BHS is salted and peppered with “prp” (=propositum), 
proposed suggestions of a given editor for a given reading, and with “l” 
(=legendum), which suggests the editor’s peremptory instructions for a given 
reading. Now any such note may, to a particular reader, be altogether 
convincing, but, at the same time, the users of BHS have been, at these 
points, altogether dependent on the (informed but subjective) judgment of 
the editor in question. By contrast, BHQ has excluded such reconstructions: 
it “differentiates between cases proper to textual criticism as being founded 
in external evidence, and those proper to other scholarly methods that 
operate purely on the basis of internal evidence.”21 

An example is useful. The editor for Canticles in BHS was Friedrich Horst 
(1896–1962); the editor for that book in BHQ is Peter Dirksen (1928– ). At 
Cant 3:9–10 the NRSV translates: 

(9) King Solomon made himself a palanquin from the wood of Lebanon. 
(10) He made its posts of silver, 
its back of gold, its seat of purple; 
its interior was inlaid with love. 

Here “silver” and “gold” are parallel, leading one to expect at the end an 
appropriate parallel with “purple.” In BHS Horst followed the suggestion of 
Heinrich Graetz (1871):22 for the MT of “love” and the word following it, 

:< 4��� *�3�I�8� , Horst offers this note: “l ��4� :� *��D�8� :< ” that is, “ebony,” followed 
by the construct “daughters of,” a vocative to be construed with the words 

 
20 See the reports in the various volumes of Textus, for example of the details of the 

policy, 1 (1960) 210–211, and, on the edition of Isaiah, see Textus 5 (1966) 145. 
21 BHQ, General Introduction, XII. 
22 H. Graetz, Schir Ha-Schirim oder das Salomonische Hohelied (1871). 
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that follow. By contrast, in BHQ Dirksen offers no critical note at all for the 
sequence. 

Now 4� :� *���  “ebony” occurs just once in the MT, in a listing of trade goods 
imported into Tyre (Ezek 27:15). Ebony was, of course, a rare wood, from 
Nubia, and the Hebrew word itself is doubtless of African origin. This 
emendation in Canticles is attractive: it is mentioned as a possibility in 
current commentaries,23 it was accepted in the Dutch translation called the 
Leidsche Vertaling (1901), in the English translation of James Moffatt (1935) 
and in the so-called “American Translation” (Smith-Goodspeed, 1939), in 
the Bible de Jérusalem and the revision and translations in its wake, and it is 
offered in a note in the JPSV. 

Now I myself happen to consider the emendation convincing, and in my 
judgment the emendation is reinforced by a parallel proposal for Amos 3:15; 
the NRSV of that verse reads: 

I will tear down the winter house as well as the summer house; 
and the houses of ivory shall perish, 
and the great houses shall come to an end, 
says the LORD.24 

Here, for the MT �� 4<7��� 4,*< “many houses,” the editor of Amos in BHS, Karl 
Elliger, following Karl Marti (1904),25 offered “prp ��4� :� *�� � +,*<,” that is, 
“houses of ebony.” This suggested emendation has for a century lingered at 
the edges of Amos scholarship; it has been accepted without question by 
some26 and rejected out of hand by others.27 Hans Walter Wolff discusses it 
and rejects it.28 As I have already indicated, to my mind the emendation 
 

23 See G. Gerleman, Ruth, das Hohelied (BKAT 18; Neukirchen-Vluyn: 
Neukirchener, 1965) 142; M.H. Pope, Song of Songs (AB 7C; Garden City: Doubleday, 
1977) 445; R.E. Murphy, The Song of Songs (Hermeneia; Minneapolis: Fortress, 1990) 
149. 

24 For “great houses” the NRSV has a note, “Or many houses.” 
25 K. Marti, Das Dodekapropheton erklärt (KHC; Tübingen, 1904). 
26 Notably V. Maag, Text, Wortschatz und Begriffswelt des Buches Amos (Leiden: Brill, 

1951) 17. 
27 S.M. Paul brackets it with another suggested reading, calling them both “forced 

emendations”: see his Amos (Hermeneia; Minneapolis: Fortress, 1991) 126.  
28 H.W. Wolff, Joel and Amos (Hermeneia; Philadelphia: Fortress, 1977) 199. 
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offers a thoroughly appropriate parallel for “houses of ivory.”29 But the fact 
remains that there is no direct textual evidence for reading “ebony” in either 
Canticles or Amos. 

Thus the establishment of a preferable reading in the instance of a 
doubtful text is ultimately an art rather than a science. If the move in the 
Hebrew University Bible Project and in BHQ to exclude all conjectural 
reconstructions is a wise one (and I believe it is), then the appropriate arena 
of the discussion of possible emendations becomes confined to that of 
commentaries and other specialized works. 

Let me return for a moment to the tension between a critical 
reconstruction of the text and the normativity of biblical texts used by faith 
communities. Even authoritative translations today carry a modest number 
of textual notes, including some suggested emendations, though in my 
experience most readers either ignore these notes or are puzzled by them. 
(Harry Orlinsky, who chaired the translation committee of the JPSV and 
who was also a member of the RSV and NRSV committees, was a great 
story-teller, and he told us once that, though the JPSV was delighted to 
adopt the innovation in the RSV, continued in the NRSV, of notes like “The 
meaning of the Hebrew word is uncertain,” the committee would get a 
steady stream of letters from readers saying, “Why don’t you get some 
people who know their Hebrew?”) Thus it is no wonder that the editors of 
the present collection of essays chose for the general title to add to the 
phrase “text criticism” the words “and beyond.” 

 

III 

At the beginning of the previous section I offered four considerations for the 
task of text criticism of the Bible, the fourth of which was, “In most 
instances the identity of the author of a given biblical literary unit is 

 
29 E. Hammershaimb remarks, “The most attractive text would be obtained by 

suggesting a misreading of the rare word ��4� :� *�� ��� ‘houses of ebony’ (see Ezek 
27.15), i.e. houses decorated with ebony”: see his The Book of Amos, A Commentary 
(Oxford: Blackwell, 1970) 65. 
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unknown— indeed even a secure date for the anonymous author of a given 
unit is usually unknown.” But in the case of Jeremiah I am going to assert 
the opposite: there are critics, myself included, who view most of the 
material in the book of Jeremiah as a reflection of the life and message of a 
distinct and datable individual. Though there are scholars who challenge this 
perception,30 I submit that one has in the prophetic oracles found in the first 
sections of the book the words of an individual who manifests not only high 
skill in poetry but a striking sense of irony and humor, that one has, in the 
so-called “confessional” material found within chapters 11–20, words that 
appear to give voice to the prophet’s own sense of isolation and struggle 
with God, and that one has, notably in chapters 26 and 37–44, biographical 
material giving the appearance of having originated close to the prophet.31 
In 2:13 we read, “For My people have done a twofold wrong: / They have 
forsaken Me, the Fount of living waters, / And hewed them out cisterns, 
broken cisterns, / Which cannot even hold water” (JPSV). Jeremiah accuses 
his people of having turned away from Yahweh, metaphorically a 
dependable spring of water and then, because they obviously have a steady 
need for water, they have done the next best thing and gone out and dug 
cisterns to collect it, only to forget to plaster them: what irony!—these 
cisterns leak. How stupid can people be? 

So if, after all, we have, in the book, words of the prophet Jeremiah, then it 
follows that even for readers who have no investment in establishing a 
canonical text, the purely human appeal of the material may attract them to 
try to discern as accurately as possible the outlines of this historical figure 
living at the close of the seventh century and into the beginning of the sixth 
century BCE, and of his words. This appeal thus adds to the urge to establish 
a dependable text from that epoch. 

But, in this endeavor, the establishment of a dependable text is a 
formidable challenge. The realities of the witnesses to the text of Jeremiah 
are well known and need only be outlined here. The MT and LXX of the 
 

30 Notably R.P. Carroll, Jeremiah (OTL; Philadelphia: Westminster, 1986) 55–64. 
31 W.L. Holladay, Jeremiah 2 (Hermeneia; Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1989) 76–78; 

J.R. Lundbom, Jeremiah 1–20 (AB 21A; New York, Doubleday, 1999) 133–138. 
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book are more contrastive than is the case for any other book of the Hebrew 
Bible. The LXX is one-sixth shorter,32 its deficits ranging from single words 
to a half-chapter (33:14–26). On the other hand, the LXX manifests 
occasional pluses over the MT (for example, in 2:28b; see below). And the 
order of material in the LXX is different: the oracles against foreign nations 
(MT Jeremiah 46–51) are located after 25:13, and those individual oracles are 
themselves in a different order. Inasmuch as the LXX has been canonical 
only for the Greek Orthodox churches, the circumstance that it is the MT 
which has been the base text for both Jewish and western Christian 
communities has encouraged the assumption, until the middle of the 
twentieth century, that the LXX of Jeremiah was simply a largely defective 
text.  

However, now that specimens of a Hebrew antecedent of LXX Jeremiah 
have been found at Qumran (4QJerb,d), a reassessment of the LXX of the 
book has become necessary, and the current understanding is that these two 
text forms represent two stages in the editing of the book, even two separate 
editions.33 In the light of the Qumran discoveries, it has been proposed that 
the MT was an expansionistic text,34 and there is much evidence for this 
contention (chapters 27–28, for example, appear to be particularly full of 
instances of secondary additions). On the other hand, there is also evidence 
that at some points the LXX has suffered haplography.35 In any event, for 
the sake of the present discussion I shall assume that the contrasting texts of 
Jeremiah represented by the MT and the LXX, whatever the circumstances 
of their origins, were both in existence by, say, the beginning of the second 
century BCE. So one faces, between the time of the prophet and the 

 
32 E. Tov, Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible (Assen/Maastricht: Van Gorcum; 

Minneapolis: Fortress, 1992) 320. 
33 Ibid., 321. 
34 J.G. Janzen, Studies in the Text of Jeremiah (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 

1973). 
35 This is the perspective in Lundbom, Jeremiah 1–20, 61–62. 
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emergence of the textual witnesses, a chasm of four centuries:36 it is the 
attempt to bridge this chasm that is the arena of the “and beyond” in my 
title. 

In treating the text of Jeremiah here it will be useful to begin in 
conversation with other commentators in regard to a well-known problem, 
that of the text of 2:26–28. These three verses form a discrete unit — while 
the addressee is v. 25 is in the feminine singular and the addressee in v. 29 
is in the masculine plural, in vv. 26–28 the addressee is Judah, so that the 
second person forms are masculine singular. 

I shall pass by the Qr/Kt problem in v. 27, where the Kt reads 4, :� 4�:��4�  and 
the Qr reads :� 4�:�*,-� . The Kt is surely correct, but the question will not detain 
us here.37 

There are three text issues in the passage that call for discussion, two small 
and one large. The first is that for “house of Israel” ( �������� ) in v. 26 the 
LXX reads ��#���� /���
' (=����� ���), and the Peshitta reflects the same 
reading. Though this contrast appears trivial, and though commentators 
scarcely mention it,38 I propose not only that it is the correct reading but that 
Jeremiah is making a specific point here—he is suggesting that these are 
“children” who are empty-headed enough to call a tree “father” and a stone 
“mother.” 

The second issue concerns the series “they, their kings, their princes, their 
priests, and their prophets,” also in v. 26. German critical commentators in 
the twentieth century39 have excised all these words as a gloss. William 

 
36 On the general problem see S. Talmon, “The Old Testament Text,” in The 

Cambridge History of the Bible I (ed. P.R. Ackroyd and C.E. Evans; Cambridge: 
Cambridge University, 1970, repr. 1980) 159–199, esp. 165. 

37 See the discussion in Holladay, Jeremiah 1, 54. 
38 W. Rudolph cites it in his critical apparatus in BHS; W. McKane, A Critical and 

Exegetical Commentary on Jeremiah, Volume I (ICC: Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1986) 47, 
and Lundbom, Jeremiah 1–20, 284, mention it without expressing a preference. 

39 B. Duhm, Das Buch Jeremia (KHC 11; Tübingen and Leipzig: Mohr [Siebeck], 
1901); F. Giesebrecht, Das Buch Jeremia (HKAT 3,2; Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & 
Ruprecht, 1907); P. Volz, Der Prophet Jeremia (KAT 10; Leipzig: Deichert, 1928); W. 
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McKane appears to view the listing as a secondary addition—“It might be 
supposed that the comprehensive term ����� ��� is enough and that a 
listing of the leaders of the community tacked on by ��� does not serve 
much purpose”40—but he does not come to a firm conclusion. Robert 
Carroll, following Winfried Thiel, calls it a Deuteronomic gloss.41 Jack 
Lundbom states that the listing “is taken by some as expansion from 
1:18[...]. But it may also be original to the oracle, which can certainly include 
accumulatio.”42 

I follow the four German commentators named in note 39 in seeing here a 
gloss, but in contrast to them, I retain � *J +�—the participle �� 4 :�2� at the 
beginning of v. 27 needs it (compare the phraseology of 17:15). The list of 
four officials will then have been stimulated by passages like 4:9. 

But the large issue of text in the passage is the plus in the LXX at the end 
of v. 28, ����� ���’� ��������� �����$ �� �
��� /������'
�� �)����� �
"�� =��', “and 
according to the number of streets of Jerusalem have they sacrificed to 
Baal.” Rudolph, in BHS, accepts this plus: he retrojects the line into � 7> :� 4�-

:K 4�� �47� *�-:�� �8�L�� 7
 7<7�� -  and prefixes the note with the peremptory 
abbreviation “ins”: for him there is no question—the line belongs in the 
text.43 The conviction that some Hebrew equivalent of this line needs to be 
restored in the text began with Heinrich Ewald44 and continued with 
Cornill, Volz, and Albert Condamin45 as well as Rudolph. But I am aware of 

____________ 
Rudolph, Jeremia (3rd ed.; HAT 12; Tübingen: Mohr, 1968). It is to be noted that 
Giesebrecht also deletes “house of Israel.” 

40 McKane, Jeremiah, I:47; though somewhat unclear, this statement seems to imply 
that ��� is likewise secondary. 

41 Carroll, Jeremiah, 135. 
42 Lundbom, Jeremiah 1–20, 284. 
43 It is to be noted that Rudolph offers a slightly different reconstructed text in his 

commentary, the penultimate word there being ������, following the MT of 11:13. 
As I shall indicate, I consider the reconstruction he gives in BHS to be correct. 

44 H. Ewald, Commentary on the Books of Nahûm, Ssephania, Habaqqûq, “Zakharya” 
XII–XIV, Yéremyá with Translation, (tr. J. Frederick Smith; London: Williams & 
Norgate, 1878) 102. 

45 A. Condamin, Le livre de Jérémie (EBib; Paris: Gabalda, 1936). 
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only two Bible translations for the public that have accepted this longer 
reading of the verse, the Leidsche Vertaling in Dutch and that of Moffatt in 
English (compare the discussion of Cant 3:10 above). A complicating issue 
in the question is that in 11:13, a passage of prose, the MT reads, “For your 
gods have become as many as your cities, O Judah; and as many as the 
streets of Jerusalem are the altars you have set up to shame, altars to burn 
incense to Baal,” and this circumstance has led other commentators to take 
the plus of the LXX in 2:28 as an expansion from 11:13.46 

Thus McKane states:47 

Cornill’s view that the longer text is the better one finds favour with Rudolph 
and Janzen (p. 121). The argument is that 2.28 (Sept.) has been expanded 
from 11.13, but that 11.13 was derived in the first place from 2.28 and has 
preserved the original form of 2.28. A better conclusion is that secondary 
processes of explication have affected 11.13. In that case the entire second 
part of the verse may be a subsequent expansion of the shorter text of 2.28 
(MT) by which 2.28 (Sept.) has been influenced. MT should be read at 2.28. 

And Lundbom’s judgment is similar:48 

The LXX adds: ��������’����������������$ ���
���/������'
���)������
"��=��' (“and 
concerning the number of the streets of Jerusalem, they sacrificed to Baal”), 
which creates a parallelism of sorts, but “they sacrificed to Baal” is a poor 
match for “your gods, Judah.” Reconstructions have been proposed . . . The 
LXX addition is likely from the prose of 11:13. . . 

To simplify the discussion I shall offer my own judgment at the outset: I 
believe that the plus of the LXX is original in 2:28 and that the 
reconstruction given by Rudolph in BHS is correct. What I wish to do here 
is to point out several matters of literary structure in regard to the passage 
that have not yet been brought into the discussion; my approach here 
resembles that of Luis Alonso Schökel’s in his work on biblical poetry.49 For 

 
46 Duhm and Giesebrecht do not discuss the question. 
47 McKane, Jeremiah, I:47. The reference to Cornill is: C.H. Cornill, Das Buch Jeremia 

(Leipzig: Tauchnitz, 1905). 
48 Lundbom, Jeremiah 1–20, 288. 
49 L.A. Schökel, Estudios de poética Hebrea (Barcelona: Juan Flors, 1963); rev. English 

translation A Manual of Hebrew Poetics (Subsidia Biblica 11; Rome: Biblical Institute 
Press, 1988). 
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this purpose let me set forth what I consider to be the original text of the 
three verses, bracketing  5� 3� in v. 28a as a probable prosaic gloss:50 
 

like the shame of a thief when he is found $=M%�+�*J4��� 4?��*N7/�� 5A2� :?�  
so the children of Israel have been shamed � +�* :@ 4���+� :<�-A� 4�2���+?  
they are saying to the tree, “You are my 
father!” 

� � *J +�$=E� %�� 4�.� #+
 *�� �� 4 :�2�
� *,I 

and to the stone, “You have borne me!” �4� 4, :� 4�:�� :,I��5� 5�*�:�  
for they have turned to me their back �52
�� 7� +��-� *��� 4? 
and not their face; ��4� *���2�:� 
but in the time of their trouble they will say, 
“Rise up and save us!” 

�- :��2��� *�*
*��+
 :�-�
-� +
� 4A8�:��� *�-��

But where are your gods that you made for 
yourself? 

$=(�%O���+;I:�� *0� 5�2�� 5A 3���� *�� 4@ *

:0*P�

Let them arise, if they will save you,  
in the time of your trouble; 

�*0-
� 4A8��� 4��-�-�*��
*0 5�*
*��+
 :< 

for the number of your cities have been  
your gods, O Judah, 

�-� *�� *0�5 *
� 7> :� 4��� 4?�
�*�-�:�� *0� 5�2�O� 

and [by] the number of the streets of 
Jerusalem have they sacrificed to Baal. 

��47� *�-:���8�L�� 7> :� 4�-�
� 7
 7<7��- :K 4��

 
Now at the outset one must admit the possibility that some of the patterns 

that one perceives in texts may be subjectively imposed; nevertheless, I 
propose that the patterning I shall set forth for this passage lends strong 
support to the originality of the plus in the LXX. The first observation is a 
small one. The opening word in v. 26 is ���� “like the shame of.” The noun 
here carries its literal meaning, but, as is well known, the noun also occurs 
elsewhere as a euphemism for “Baal” (indeed, for both meanings of the 
noun side by side, see 3:24–25). If one assumes that the original last word of 
the passage (that is, at the end of v. 28 LXX) was �
��, then these two words 
make a striking inclusio. (And indeed, if there were two occurrences of the 
root ��� in v. 26 and one occurrence of �
� at the end, one indeed may 

 
50 The question of the place of �� in biblical poetry is difficult: compare F.M. 

Cross and D.N. Freedman, Studies in Ancient Yahwistic Poetry (SBLDS 21; Missoula: 
Scholars, 1975) 28; W.L. Holladay, “Hebrew Verse Structure Revisited (I): Which 
Words ‘Count’?” JBL 118 (1999) 27–28. 
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wonder whether these three are balanced by the one proper name in v. 26, 
“Israel,” and the two proper names in v. 28, “Judah” and [in the LXX] 
“Jerusalem”). 

Let me now examine the implications of gender in v. 27a�. Jeremiah 
portrays the addressee saying to a tree, “you are my father,” and to a stone, 
“you have borne me.” Both Duhm and Giesebrecht made note of the fact 
that grammatically #
 is masculine and ��� feminine, but, true though this 
comment is, it is hardly relevant: a leafy tree is a symbolic of female fertility 
and a standing stone of male fertility (J. Philip Hyatt points out, “the 
prophet ironically confusing the two”),51 and one is left with the impression 
that Jeremiah was describing devotees who were so witless they were 
unable even to keep the details of fertility worship straight, let alone know 
who their true God is. (And then another question emerges: given the 
references to father and mother in v. 27, would the original hearers have 
been aware in the phraseology of v. 28 that “Judah,” grammatically 
masculine, is paralleled by “Jerusalem,” grammatically feminine?) 

If the question of gender is significant in the passage, that of number is 
equally so: the very word ��� “number” in v. 28b underlines the contrast 
between the multiplicity of pagan gods and the implicit singularity of the 
true God. The pathetic ���� (v. 27b() of the people’s prayer, grammatically 
singular, is put into relief by the plural ����� (v. 28a() as the one true God 
throws back to the people the plurality of their contrived gods, while, 
between those two verbs, the expression 0����� ���� (v. 28a�) temporarily 
trembles — ironically — between a possible singular understanding, that is, 
a theoretical “but where is your God?” (compare the standard mockery 
expressed in Ps 42:4, 11) and the actual plural, “but where are your gods?” 
(which is actualized only when the suffix of the following verb is heard, 
���
 rather than ��
).52 

 
51 J.P. Hyatt, “The Book of Jeremiah, Exegesis,” IB 5:820. 
52 The same ambiguity, between “God” and “gods,” is found in 10:11, the Aramaic 

verse; see Holladay, Jeremiah 1, 334. 
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Just preceding and just following the colon containing the rhetorical 
question with the temporarily ambiguous 0��������� cluster chiastically two 
neighboring cola: 

(A): v. 27b�, “in the time of their trouble” + “arise,” “save” 
(B): v. 28a�, central question: “Where are your gods . . . ?” 
(A’): v. 28a(, “arise,” “save” + “in the time of your trouble”: 

that is to say, (A’) offers a parallel to (A) with the two halves of the colon in 
reverse order. This chiasmus marks these three cola as the center of gravity 
of the passage, but it is a center of gravity that comes well past the 
midpoint—a characteristic of what I have elsewhere termed “skewed 
chiasmus.”53 

This central chiasmus is tied in a notable fashion both to what precedes it 
and to what follows it. It is tied to what precedes it by the two occurrences 
of ��, namely ���� in v. 27a� and ���� in v. 27b�, and it is tied to what 
follows it by the two occurrences of 0���� in v. 28a� and in v. 28b(. And the 
material preceding (A) not only manifests the obvious forms of 
parallelism—the bicolon with the two occurrences of “shame,” followed by 
the bicolon with “tree” and “stone,” followed then by the even more abrupt 
bicolon, introduced by ��, with the parallelism of “back” and “face”—but it 
is noteworthy that the bicolon with “back” and “face” offers the sole direct 
indication in the passage of the identity of the speaker (���, referring to God) 
and also, as a bonus, the nice assonance of ��� and ����. 

So I turn to the closing bicolon of the reconstructed text, likewise 
introduced  
by ��. To “cities” and “Judah” the second line offers appropriate parallels, 
“streets” and “Jerusalem”—as a matter of fact the two phrases “cities of 
Judah” and “streets of Jerusalem” occur in 7:34, in an altogether different 
context. So, given the fact that the verse in the LXX has parallel phrases 
beginning with ���’� ���������, I conclude that the original text, with two 
occurrences of ���, at some point suffered a haplographic omission in the 
MT. 
 

53 W.L. Holladay, “The Recovery of Poetic Passages of Jeremiah,” JBL 85 (1966) 
401–435, here 432–433. 
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Let me now return to the question set forth by Lundbom, namely that, 
given the phrasing of 11:13, the occurrence in the LXX of the verb �)���� 
“they sacrificed” is troublesome: it is in 11:13 that one finds the expected 
parallel to the last line of the MT, “and the number of the streets of 
Jerusalem are the altars to Baal.” Since the LXX was perfectly capable of 
translating “altars” (and did so in 11:13), �)���� in our passage is a lectio 
difficilior: there is a perceived inconcinnity in the parallelism between the 
number of gods the people of Judah were accused of worshiping and the 
number of sacrifices they were accused of making to Baal. I assume therefore 
that Jeremiah was deliberately stretching the expected parallelism that he 
intended to affirm both modes of multiplicity. Indeed I wonder whether the 
association of the number of streets with the implied number of occurrences 
of sacrifice is subtly anticipated by the phrasing at the beginning of the verse: 
there one hears a rhetorical question introduced by “where”— “Where are 
your gods that you made for yourself?” (implied answer, “scattered across 
your land like your cities, O Judah”), followed by the mocking challenge 
containing a temporal expression, “let them arise if they can save you in the 
time of your trouble” (implied conclusion: “you may sacrifice time after 
time, but nothing will avail you in the time of your trouble”). 

Given these perceived patterns in the passage, I urge that critics reassess 
the validity of this plus in the LXX. I propose that this text offers much more 
than Lundbom’s description of it as offering “a parallelism of sorts.” 

 
IV 

I should like now to offer several suggestions for emendation of the text in 
the book of Jeremiah, drawing on the kind of “internal evidence” eschewed 
by BHQ.54 I shall begin with passages that present simple problems and 
proceed to more complex ones. 

(1) 4:29. This verse is a description of the desolation caused by the foe 
from the north. There are significant differences between the LXX and the 

 
54 Most of this material has been published in my commentary, but some details 

here are different, particularly in my discussion of 20:14–18. 
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MT, the former offering a longer text. Duhm, Volz, Rudolph and John 
Bright55 have used the LXX to reconstruct an antecedent Hebrew text of the 
first portion of the verse, and Volz pointed out that the MT suffered 
haplography because of the repetition of the sequence ���. Indeed the LXX 
reading is so convincing that there are current translations that accept it (the 
Nueva Biblia Española, ed. Luis Alonso Schökel and Juan Mateos, 1975; the 
Einheitsübersetzung, 1984). I accept this longer text; here are the opening 
lines, as I see them: 

From the shout, ‘Horseman and archer!’ � 5A 5��� +�2:��A * *>��8Q 4� 
every region is fleeing; #5 5��� *?�� 7�72< �
they have gone into the caves, �8 *
 :J 7<�-� *< 
And have hidden in the thickets, �� 4� *
 5��-� :� *�+;7� 
And into the rocks have gone up. -� *
��� 4�+?7�- 

Now there is a textual problem at the beginning of v. 30, and I propose 
that this problem opens the possibility of reconstruing the end of v. 29 as a 
triplet which will offer a structural parallel to the triplet of “caves,” 
“thickets,” and “rocks.” First of all, since the word ��� is plural, with other 
commentators I accept the reading of the LXX, ������� ��'��, thus �
���. 

The problem at the beginning of v. 30 is of course ���$�� %���� , literally 
“and you [feminine singular], slain [masculine singular].” The LXX omits 
any reflex of ���� , doubtless because of the lack of concord between the two 
words. Commentators and translators have in general taken one of two 
paths: in the first they have assumed either that the participle, though 
masculine, has a feminine reference (the Vulg. reads vastata) or have 
suggested emending it to the feminine form (Condamin); in the second, 
they have omitted it with the LXX (Rudolph, Bright, the NRSV). 

I propose that the uncommon word ����  belongs in the text, but that it 
closes an original third line in v. 29; it is to be noted that the word closes poetic 
lines in Judg 5:27 and Isa 33:1; in the present instance it will modify ���. In 
this reading I understand the bare noun to mean not “man” but the general 
“everyone”: in my proposal it is parallel to ������� “and there is no one.” 

 
55 J. Bright, Jeremiah (AB 21; Garden City: Doubleday, 1965) 31. 
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(The noun ��� carries this nuance in Isa 2:9, part of another judgment 
oracle, where it is in parallelism with ���; there the Revised English Bible 
and the NRSV translate “everyone,” and the NAB translates “each one”). 
We would have then three stark lines, before Yahweh addresses Israel as a 
harlot (v. 30): 

Every city is deserted, ����
��
����
and no one dwells in them: ��������������
everyone is slain. �������� 

 
One might even hazard a guess as to how the text became damaged. It is 

to be noted that the spelling of the feminine singular pronoun at the 
beginning of v. 30, ����, with a yod, occurs only six times in the Bible and 
never otherwise in Jeremiah—the two previous occurrences in Jeremiah, in 
2:20, 27, are both spelled normally, without yod. One may surmise that this 
archaic spelling suggests emphasis: the word comes first in the fresh 
address of v. 30. But we could imagine a copyist a century or two later not 
recognizing the archaism and construing the sequence of consonants as 
either :�2�4��  or :�4�4,�  and, finding no sense in either first person reference, 
omitting the word. (One recalls the remark of my Iraqi copyist: “Of course 
we always corrected the mistakes.”) Then, perhaps, a later copyist noted the 
omission and recorded it in the margin, only to have it subsequently 
reintroduced at the wrong spot, thereby separating ��� from ���� . 

(2) 7:3, 7. This passage is part of the so-called “Temple Sermon.” In v. 3 
one finds 3�7�7A�5� :�5���*� :? , “(make good your ways and your doings) so that I 
may let you dwell (in this place),” and in v. 7 4A :��5� :�5��� 4,:� 7?  “and I will let you 
dwell (in this place).” That is to say, in both verses the MT reads the verb in 
the piel stem, followed by the object pronoun. However, the Vulg. in both 
passages reads habitabo vobiscum “I shall dwell with you,” thus vocalizing 
the verbs as qals and taking the following word as the suffixed preposition 
�5� :, 4� (and so also Aquila [Syro-Hexapla]). Translations and commentators 
have uniformly read the same phraseology in both verses; McKane states, 
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“Verse 7 is a recapitulation of the last clause of v. 3.”56 On the other hand, 
they have been divided as to which set of readings to choose — electing to 
read piels, among English translations, have been the KJV in English and 
thus the RSV and the NRSV, and the REB, and among French translations 
the Bible de Jérusalem and its various successors and the Traduction 
Œcuménique de la Bible; electing to read qals are the NAB in English, Luther 
and the Einheitsübersetzung in German, and the Nueva Biblia Española. And 
among commentators Giesebrecht and Condamin read piels, while Volz and 
Rudolph read qals. (And I note in passing that the seeming identity of 
phrasing in the two passages has reinforced the view of scholars that this 
passage is to be assigned to a Deuteronomistic editor, who is assumed to be 
prone to repetition.) 

Some years ago I proposed that Jeremiah is offering a witty word-play in 
this passage—that in v. 3 the qal is correct and that in v. 7 the piel is correct; 
but only recently have I noticed that Moffatt, in his translation, came to the 
same conclusion (v. 3: “that I may dwell among you”; v. 7, “then I will 
allow you to remain”). The noun ����, as is well known, means both 
“place” in general and “sacred place” in particular, and Jeremiah is drawing 
on these two meanings here: since v. 4 repeats three times the phrase “the 
temple of the Lord,” in v. 3 ���� ����� refers to the sacred place of the 
temple, so that it is the qal that is correct: “that I may dwell with you in this 
place.” In v. 7, however, the appositive of “this place” is “the land that I 
gave to your fathers forever and ever,” and thus it is the piel that is correct, 
“I will let you dwell in this place.” It is to be noted that v. 14, part of a 
renewal of the sermon, offers the same twofold reference, “to the house that 
is called by my name . . . and to the place that I gave to you and to your 
fathers.” If this analysis is sound, then it is ironic that a word-play 
dependant on contrasting vocalizations could not be preserved by a text 
recording consonants alone. 

(3) 20:14–18. This is the climactic sequence of Jeremiah’s so-called 
“confessions.” Though the wording seems clear enough in current 

 
56 McKane, Jeremiah 1, 161. 
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translations, I suggest that there are two major questions on the passage 
that for the past century have lingered at the margins of scholarly 
discussion and need a fresh examination.57 The first of these is the logic 
behind the prophet’s seeming preoccupation with “the man who brought 
the news to my father,” a preoccupation that in the MT covers all of vv. 15–
16 and the first line of v. 17. The extent of the words devoted to this 
presumed figure who would be, after all, utterly marginal to the life of 
Jeremiah, strikes one as odd. The second question is what one may loosely 
call the temporal and modal references in vv. 16–17. 

I begin with “the man” (v. 15). His role and his place in the passage raise 
all kinds of questions. One’s expectation is that the news of Jeremiah’s birth 
would have been announced to his father by the midwife or a servant-girl: 
childbirth was, after all, the province of females. (The only circumstance for 
a male messenger would be if Jeremiah’s father Hilkiah were not at home—
for example, if he were serving a priestly function in Jerusalem.) And then 
there is the dubious hint of abortion at the beginning of v. 17. Duhm 
suggests that Jeremiah curses the messenger as a displacement from a curse 
of his father and mother, but, though this is an ingenious suggestion, I view 
it as a false lead, as I shall indicate below.  

With regard to v. 16, Duhm rejects the phrase ��������� “that man” in v. 
16 as a gloss, while Cornill, Volz and Rudolph emend it to ��������� “that 
day”; the commentators note that a “morning” and a “noon” can pertain to 
a “day” but not to “a man.” The JPSV offers this emendation in a footnote, 
translating “Let that man . . .” but with a note to “man,” Emendation yields 
“day.” But if ���� were a mistake for ����, it would hardly emerge from any 
graphic resemblance. 

On the other hand, Duhm’s perception that “day” is the subject of the 
verbs in v. 16 is, I suggest, correct (both he and Rudolph cite the parallel 
with Job 3, which I shall discuss below); my own suggestion, however, is 
both more radical and at the same time simpler, that what happened in this 

 
57 For scholarly unease see, for example, L. Prijs, “Jeremia xx 14 ff.: Versuch einer 
neuen Deutung,” VT 14 (1964) 104–108. 
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passage was an early misunderstanding of the vocalization of �� in v. 15. 
Construed as a piel, 7R 4< , it demanded a fresh subject, and since the verb is 
masculine singular, a gloss was supplied, “the man.” But I submit that the 
verb was originally a pual, * L<7R , and that ���� and �� in v. 14 did double 
duty in v. 15 as well, thus “Cursed (the day on) which news was brought to 
my father.” (It is to be noted that the particle �� is normal with the formal 
subject of a passive—see GKC, §121a.) In this way one has not only close 
parallelism between the verses but congruence and assonance between the 
two passive verbs, 7PL�� 4, :�  (v. 14) and * 7R L<  (v. 15). By this understanding the 
original utterance of Jeremiah’s never included a “man” at all. 

It is indeed appropriate in this context to ponder Job 3:3–10, which is 
undoubtedly an extended variation on the Jeremiah passage.58 In Job the 
implied subjects all the way from v. 3 to v. 10 are either “the day on which I 
was born” or “the night on which it was said, ‘A man child is conceived!’” 
The Job passage, I suggest, offers us an indirect reflection of the rhetoric of 
the Jeremiah passage before the glosses “the man” and “that man” were 
inserted. 

Now I turn to the nature of tense and mood implied by the verbs in vv. 
16–17. The waw-consecutive perfects in v. 16, ���� and 
���, seem 
troublesome, and the Versions in general translate jussives; on this basis 
Volz, Rudolph and Bright emend them to ��� and 
���, emendations based 
on the assumption that Jeremiah wishes “that man” to suffer the fate of 
Sodom and Gomorrah. But, having suggested that it is still “the day” of 
Jeremiah’s birth that is at issue here, I propose that the waw-consecutive 
perfects here express a hypothetical, alternative action in the past. 

To explain this proposal, let me turn for a moment to a comparable 
passage, Obad 12–14. Here the verbs are a series in the form of prohibitions 
in the second person singular (that is, �� with the jussive), beginning with 
��� ��. In that passage the LXX translates with prohibitions, �
�� ��� ���
"� 

 
58 See N.C. Habel, The Book of Job, A Commentary (OTL; Philadelphia: Westminster, 

1985) 102–106, for a discussion of the way Job 3 weaves together material from both 
Jer 20:14–18 and Genesis 1. 
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(aorist subjunctive)59 and so on, and the Vulg. with negated futures, non 
despicies and so on. But what is striking is the two contrasting paths, 
through the centuries, that various translations have made of these three 
verses. On the one hand many translations and commentators have simply 
offered negative imperatives: some French translations (Louis Segond, 1910; 
La Bible de Jérusalem, 1955, and its successors; Édouard Dhorme, 1956), the 
Einheitsübersetzung in German (1984). Luther understood the verbs to imply 
strong prohibition (Du sollst nicht mehr so deine Lust sehen . . .), while Hans 
Walter Wolff softened the tone (du solltest doch nicht [schadenfroh] herabsehen, 
Eng. transl. “you should not [gloatingly] look down”).60 

On the other hand there has been another interpretation, that the verbs 
imply the speaker’s emotional reaction to past action: this has been the 
English tradition at least since the Geneva Bible of 1560 (“thou shuldest not 
haue beholden...”), and so the KJV (“thou shouldest not have looked...”), the 
RSV and NRSV; the Traduction Œcuménique de la Bible offers the same (“tu 
n’aurais pas dû voir... ”). The JPSV translates “How could you gaze...,” with 
the words “How could you” bearing a note, Lit. “Do not,” and so through v. 
14. In German there is the translation of Hermann Menge (“doch hättest du 
deine Lust nicht sehen sollen...”).61 It is noteworthy that while the Nieuwe 
Vertaling, a Dutch Protestant translation (1951), used imperatives (Zie niet 
met leedvermaak dien dag... ), the Nieuwe Bijbelvertaling, a joint Protestant and 
Roman Catholic translation (2004), has shifted to the emotional reaction to 
past action (Die dag had je je niet mogen verlustigen...). 

Recent commentaries have discussed the question. Paul Raabe concludes 
that a translation with prohibitions is correct, inasmuch as “to express a past 
subjunctive — ‘you should not have’— Hebrew uses lmh + perfect, ‘Why 
did you gloat?’”62 But as John Barton has pointed out,63 the verbs in vv. 12–

 
59 See H.W. Smyth, A Greek Grammar for Colleges (New York: American Book Co., 

1920) §1800a. 
60 H.W. Wolff, Dodekapropheton 3, Obadja und Jona (Neukirchen: Neukirchener, 

1977) 15; transl. Obadiah and Jonah (Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1986) 32. 
61 H. Menge, Die Heilige Schrift (Stuttgart: Privileg. Württemb. Bibelanstalt, 1927). 
62 P.R. Raabe, Obadiah (AB 24D; New York: Doubleday, 1996) 177. 
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14 clearly refer to the specificities of Edom’s past actions against Judah 
(notably, standing at the crossroads to kill Judah’s refugees, v. 14). Verse 
15b implies as much, and in this half-verse we are back to the 
present/future: 0����
�����
���� “As you have done, it shall be done to 
you” (NRSV). I submit then that it is Barton who is correct; what we have in 
these verses of Obadiah is a distinctive usage in Hebrew of prohibitions to 
express an imaginary scenario of what did not happen in the past but the 
speaker wishes had happened (= Latin utinam with the pluperfect 
subjunctive); as Barton says, “It may be thought far-fetched; but if one stops 
to ask how, in biblical Hebrew, such an irrealis could be expressed, it is hard 
to see any solution other than to use the imperfect, which is regularly the 
form in modal and counterfactual sentences.”64 

There is another passage that is relevant to this discussion, Job 10:18b, 
where the imperfect has been steadily understood as a contrary-to-fact wish 
about the past (Vulg.: utinam consumptus essem ne oculus me videret; Luther: 
Ach, dass ich wäre umgekommen und mich nie ein Auge gesehen hätte; NRSV: 
“Would that I had died before any eye had seen me”). This verse is of 
course a reference back to Job 3, but the mythological, non-historical context 
of Job 3 has allowed translations of it to pass by what Barton calls the 
“counterfactual” nature of the passage. 

But if Job 10:18b is counterfactual, I suggest that this is the mode of 
discourse that we have in the verbs of Jer 20:14–16, notably in the two waw-
consecutive perfects in v. 16, ���� and 
��� — a scenario of a sequence of 
actions not taken in the past: “Would that it (the day) had been like the 
cities that the Lord overthrew without pity; would that it had heard a cry in 
the morning, and an alarm at time of noon.” There is then no need to emend 
the verbs; it is simply, I suggest, that they carry an unusual nuance. Indeed, 
if this conclusion is sound, then one is freed to translate the occurrences of 
�� in vv. 14 and 15 with the normal meaning of “cursed is” rather than an 

____________ 
63 J. Barton, Joel and Obadiah, A Commentary (OTL; Louisville: Westminster John 

Knox, 2001) 148. 
64 Ibid. 
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aberrant “cursed be”65 and to understand 0��������� in v. 14 like the verbs 
in verse 16, “would that it had not been blessed.” 

Contrasting reality comes in v. 17 with a perfect verb followed by a waw-
consecutive imperfect: “But (it was a day) which did not kill me from the 
womb, so that my mother would have been my grave” (for the waw-
consecutive imperfect in this verse see GKC §111l). One notes that by this 
reading there is a nice contrast between vv. 16 and 18: in v. 16 Jeremiah 
wishes that it (the day) might have “heard” a cry in the morning, while in v. 
18 Jeremiah instead “sees” toil and sorrow, and his days are filled out in 
shame. 

There are some other textual issues in the passage: thus in v. 16 the LXX 
and T both add their equivalents of ��� before �������—evidence from such 
contrasting traditions would strongly suggest that the MT has suffered an 
omission. I also suspect that ��� in v. 15 is a prosaicizing gloss,66 and it is 
possible that one or more occurrences of �� are glosses as well,67 but 
decisions on these words are not crucial to my analysis. My reconstruction 
then is: 

(14) Cursed is the day on which I was born! 
The day on which my mother bore me, would that it had not been blessed! 
(15) Cursed (is it on) which news was brought to my father, [saying,] 
“A son is born to you”— 
 a boy gladdened him greatly! 
(16) Would that it had been like the cities 
that the LORD overthrew 
in anger and without pity, 
and would that it had heard a cry in the morning 
and an alarm at time of noon; 
(17) but it did not kill me in the womb, 
so that my mother would have been my grave, 

 
65 Two more remarks are relevant here. First, it is to be noted that J. Scharbert, 

“�”,TDOT 1:408, points out that the generality of such passages implies “cursed 
is,” and he assumes that Jer 20:14 is odd in implying “cursed be.” Second, while the 
Dutch Nieuwe Vertaling (1951) uses the subjunctive (Vervloekt zij de dag), the Nieuwe 
Bijbelvertaling (2004) uses the indicative (Vervloekt is de dag). 

66 So Lundbom, Jeremiah 1–20, 871. 
67 See note 50. 
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and her womb forever great. 
(18) Why did I come forth from the womb 
to see toil and sorrow, 
and spend my days in shame? 

(4) 2:36–37 and 13:25. The two sequences offer the same problem, namely 
the word ���, taken as a double preposition. But before I deal with ��� 
itself, I should like to point out that both these two passages share another 
characteristic that may not be coincidental—that is that verses immediately 
preceding the two occurrences of the problematic ���, namely 2:33 and 
13:23, share vocabulary with each other—the hiphils of �	� “do good” and 


 “do ill,” and forms of ��� “learn, teach.” Now ���, if understood as a 
double preposition, does not fit well in either passage, and I propose that 
we construe it as a lexeme heretofore unrecognized in Jeremiah, a verb, ��� 
piel, “to do (something) a hundred times,” denominative from �.+� 
“hundred.” Mitchell Dahood has proposed this lexeme in Pss 22:26; 66:20; 
109:20;68 I make no judgment here whether he was correct in any or all of 
these verses in the Psalms, but I suggest that the proposal does fit the 
context of both Jeremiah verses.  

Let me first discuss 13:25. The first half of the verse appears to read, “This 
is your lot, the portion of your measure from me [literally, ‘from with me’], 
oracle of the Lord.” The verse is part of an accusation against Israel 
portrayed as a woman given to harlotry, and in the following verse we hear 
of her public shaming. Though � 4, 4� +� is not utterly impossible here, from the 
point of view of poetic style it is implausible. The semantic field of the 
surrounding words is of quantity, suggesting symbolic payment to the 
woman, so that I suggest a revocalization of the problematic word to 

4� +�$�%� 4� , Dahood’s piel verb. A loose translation would be, “Here is your 
reward—your measured share I’ve multiplied by a hundred!” By this 
reading God is portrayed, with biting irony, as astronomically generous—
with punishment. 

 
68 M. Dahood, Psalms 1–50 (AB 16; Garden City: Doubleday, 1966) 142; Psalms 101–

150 (AB 17A; Garden City: Doubleday, 1970) 107. 
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In 2:37 the sequence at issue is 0����
�0�������������������, literally, “even 
from with this you shall go out, and your hands (shall be) on your head.” I 
propose that the proposed ��� piel is plausible here as well, though in this 
verse there is a complication, since there seems to be a text displacement as 
well. I suggest that 7/+���4�5����  means “indeed you have done it a hundred 
times!” (one would not even need to modify the vocalization, since it would 
be construed as second singular feminine), but that it originally came after v. 
36a: the passage would then read, “How lightly you gad about, changing 
your way [NRSV]—indeed you have done it a hundred times!” Given the 
existence here of two phrases beginning with ��, one can surmise that � ��

��� ��� was at some point omitted by haplography, later restored in the 
margin, and then subsequently reinserted at the wrong spot, in the same 
way as I have suggested for ����  in 4:29–30. 

(5) 2:34; 4:12; 5:25; 14:22. In these verses I propose to revocalize �5P+� 
“these” to �*�. “curse.” At the outset I make two observations. The first is 
that in 23:10 the MT reads �*�. “curse,” while the LXX and the Peshitta read 
“these,” evidence that already in ancient times there was confusion between 
the two words. The second is that one needs in these passages to consider 
an array of vocabulary associations, specifically with regard to the lexical 
fields of drought and rainfall. In this regard it is to be noted that in Deut 
30:7, 9 �*�. is associated with ��	 “good,” and further that on the one hand 
�*�. is often associated with drought (as it is in Jer 23:10) while on the other 
hand ��	 is often associated with rainfall, so much so that Dahood 
suggested that in several passages ��	 be translated “rain.”69 

Let me begin with 14:22. Chapter 14 is the sequence regarding the great 
drought, and vv. 19–22 of that chapter are a lament of the people: we note in 
passing a line of v. 19, ��	� ����� ������ ���, “hoping for peace [implying 
prosperity], but there is no good [implying rain].” Verse 22 is vivid: “Can 
any of the idols of the nations bring rain? Or can the heavens give showers? 
Is it not you, O Lord our God? We set our hope on you . . . .” There follows 

 
69 M. Dahood, “Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography 11,” Bib 45 (1964) 411, and Psalms 

1–50, on Ps 4:7. 
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then the last line, �5P+�� ��� ��� ���
� ���� ��. With this vocalization the line 
makes some sense, “for it is you who have made all these,” but I suggest 
that the last word be vocalized as �*�., so that the line will read, “for it is 
you [rather than the idols] who have made [=produced, been responsible 
for] the whole curse [=drought].” 

I turn next to 5:25. Verse 24 describes the various seasons of rain; then in v. 
25 the NRSV translates, “Your iniquities have turned these away, and your 
sins have deprived you of good.” Again, the conventional understanding of 
the verse is acceptable, but I suggest, given the context, that here �5P+� be 
vocalized �*�. and that -K 4� be understood not as “have turned away” but 
rather “have extended”: “Your iniquities have extended the curse 
[=drought], and your sins have deprived you of good [=rain].” 

I now turn to the first phrase in 4:12, ���5P+� +������ , literally “a wind too 
full for these”; but this is puzzling—to what, really, does the plural pronoun 
“these” refer? Indeed translations have regularly made it singular—the RSV 
translated “a wind too full for this,” and the NRSV has shifted it to, “A 
wind too strong for that,” but these vague references are no clearer. Since 
the LXX omits �5P+� +�, Duhm, Volz and Rudolph delete it as dittographic. But 
v. 11 has described the hot desert wind, so I follow L. Cappellus in the 
seventeenth, Benjamin Blayney in the eighteenth70 and Condamin in the 
twentieth century in revocalizing �5P+� +� to �*�.+�; the phrase would then read 
“the wind is full of curse,” with nice assonance. 

The last of these passages, 2:34, is the most puzzling of all. Since v. 35 
begins  
a fresh sequence with �����, “But you said,” it is clear that v. 34 closes a 
sequence, but the words �5P+�� ��� �
� ��, literally “for on [or, concerning] all 
these,” inspire no confidence, and both the NRSV and the JPSV, in spite of 
the waw-consecutive that follows the phrase, take the words as beginning a 
new sequence, translating, “Yet in spite of all these things,” and offer a note 
to the line, “Meaning of Heb uncertain.” I propose to redivide and 
revocalize the consonantal text, reading +PL
�� 4?�*�. :�� :0 , “Indeed your yoke has 

 
70 For the references see Holladay, Jeremiah, 1:141. 
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become a curse.”71 In this reading “your yoke” would be primarily the 
covenant which God has imposed (compare the wording of v. 20) but may 
also suggest a subjective genitive, “the yoke [of injustice] which you have 
imposed on others.” 

(6) 5:26–28. There are several difficulties in these verses. Verse 26 begins 
comprehensibly, “For scoundrels are found among my people” (NRSV). But 
the next two words in the MT, :0 7A :?�-A*�, are incomprehensible; these words 
are then followed by �� 4A-�:�, “fowlers,” which is clear enough, but the 
translation in the RSV, “they lurk like fowlers lying in wait,” is marked 
“Heb uncertain.” The NRSV has adopted my revocalization of the sequence, 

S7�A L� :� - , “they distrain household goods”—understanding the verb �A� 
hiphil in a meaning extant at least in post-biblical Hebrew and possible in 
several passages in the Bible, “seize goods left in pledge,”72—then taking 
the � that follows as the preposition with “fowlers.” The noun �����, I 
suggest, carries the meaning of “raiding-party,” as in 1 Sam 13:17, 14:15. It is 
a war between the rich and the poor:  

Indeed among my people criminals are found, 
they seize goods; 
like fowlers they set up a raiding-party, 
men they catch. 

 Verse 27 continues the simile: “Like a basket full of birds, so their houses 
are full of fraud; that is how they have grown great and rich.” Then the first 
line of v. 28 adds two more descriptive verbs, “grown fat, grown sleek”; 
there is no warrant to omit these verbs or emend their text—Jeremiah is 
imitating the diction of Deut 32:15. 

But one is in trouble again in the following words, 
� ���� ��
���: what 
would be the meaning of “Further, they have transgressed the words of the 
 

71 W.L. Holladay, “Jeremiah ii 34b�—A Fresh Proposal,” VT 25 (1975) 221–225. 
72 For post-biblical Hebrew see M. Jastrow, A Dictionary of the Targumim, the Talmud 

Babli and Yerushalmi, and the Midrashic Literature (New York: G. P. Putnam, 1903). It is 
to be noted that some biblical lexica refer the lexeme to �@� (BDB; F. Zorell, Lexicon 
Hebraicum et Aramaicum Veteris Testamenti [Rome: Pontificium Institutum Biblicum, 
1962]) and some to �@� (KB, and see F.L. Hossfeld and E. Reuter, “�@�,” TDOT 
10:56–59). There is also discussion in the literature on Deut 24:10–11. 
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evil man,” or “Further, the words of evil have transgressed,” or the like? 
“They know no limits in deeds of wickedness” (NRSV) would seem to be a 
periphrasis of uncertainty, and Rudolph’s suggestion, to read ��������
���


, “They have also supported the villain in his legal case,” makes a 
plausible sequence but is not at all close to the consonantal text before us. I 
propose a simple solution, that the verb was misread by metathesis—that 
the verb in the phrase should be read ��
, thus “They have further been 
surety for the claims of the wrongdoer” (���� in the sense of “legal case,” 
as in Exod 24:14); Prov 22:26 gives precisely the background for both the 
pledging of goods (v. 26 here) and for folk who are surety for debts (the 
phrase under discussion). Since the verb �
 occurred in v. 22, I suggest that 
a copyist was misled into seeing it here as well. Jeremiah plays with these 
two sequences of consonants, �
 and �
, in both 2:6 and 3:2. 

But we are not yet out of the woods. The closing sequence of the verse is 
in order, “and they do not defend the rights of the needy” (NRSV), but the 
phraseology of what precedes seems disordered; as it stands, the verb 
������� appears to be out of proper order. Of course ��� hiphil can mean 
either “succeed” or “make something succeed”; Rudolph follows Winton 
Thomas in taking the subject of the verb to be the collective “orphan”—the 
words would then mean “so that they [the orphans] bring their case to a 
successful conclusion,” but this surely stretches the poetry. I suggest that 
the subject of the verb is not the orphan but the wrongdoers, but that the 
subject has fallen out of its original position after 
����, in which case the 
first occurrence of ��� is the object of the verb; then when the verb was 
reinserted at the wrong spot, the words ���������� were grouped together. I 
suggest then: 

They have further been surety for the claims of the wrongdoer,  
and they have succeeded in (their) pleading;  
they have not pled the pleading of the orphan, 
and the judgment of the needy they have not upheld. 

(7) 17:1–3a�. I turn finally to a text which is so damaged that no 
reconstruction can bring any certainty; in this instance, I fear, one reaches a 
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height of subjectivity in text criticism. Nevertheless, I propose that even in 
this text one may offer surmises that at least merit consideration.73 

The LXX has omitted all of vv. 1–4, and the Versions differ from each 
other at many points.74 Commentators have conventionally assumed a 
poem in v. 1 and a prose expansion in v. 275 (followed then by a second 
poem in vv. 3–4). To the contrary I should like to suggest that in v. 2 the MT 
has preserved with some fidelity what it could of poetic material and that it 
is possible to discern a coherent train of thought through the passage. 

Verse 1 begins smoothly enough, “The sin of Judah is written with an iron 
pen, / with a diamond point it is engraved on the tablet of their heart.” 
“Heart” here is singular, normal Hebrew idiom; it refers, of course, to the 
corporate will and character of the nation (as in 4:4, 14); indeed the “tablet 
of the heart” is a metaphor for the memory (Prov 3:3; 7:3).76 But I suggest 
that “heart” here has a second reference as well, namely to the geographical 
center of the nation: for the meaning “center” see the second occurrence of 
�� in 2 Sam 18:14. (I discern the same double meaning in Jer 31:33, a passage 
closely related to the present one, and it may be present also in 4:18). In this 
instance that center is Jerusalem, the center of Jerusalem is the temple, and 
the center of the temple is the altar. (And, in passing, two other questions 
come to mind: first, whether the “iron pen” does not evoke a phallic image, 
bringing to mind Judah’s sin with Tamar, Genesis 38, and, second, whether 
there is not at least a marginal awareness of the ����� “tablets” of the 
Decalogue, understood to rest in the Ark, in the Holy of Holies [1 Kings 8]). 

There follow in the MT two more words, ����������������, literally “and 
to the horns of your altars,” which are clearly wrong: indeed the second 
plural suffix is so clearly wrong that many Hebrew manuscripts, 

 
73 The reconstruction offered here is the outgrowth of an extended discussion on 

this passage that I had with Dr. Franz D. Hubmann, of the Katolisch-Theologische 
Privatuniversität, Linz, in the summer of 1980; I am greatly indebted to him for his 
insights. 

74 See Rudolph’s critical apparatus in BHS, and earlier commentaries. 
75 So, most recently, Lundbom, Jeremiah 1–20, 775. 
76 A. H. Baumann, “ 7�-�,” TDOT 7:482. 
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Theodotion, the Peshitta, the Targum and the Vulg. read a third plural 
suffix, )��  for )�� . But if “heart” implies the Jerusalem temple, then there is 
only one legitimate altar with which to reckon, so the lectio difficilior with )��  
suggests a reconstructed text, �*�8,� 7�+<:� 4�: here the second noun 2,:0  would 
carry two meanings, not only “midst, center” but also “oppression.” The 
latter meaning, though not common, is proposed for many passages,77 and 
the suggestion by Johann David Michaelis, following the LXX, of its double 
occurrence in Jer 9:5 has been adopted by many (see, for example, the NRSV 
and REB). The reconstructed phrase here then would mean both “(at the 
horns of) the altar is their center,” and “(at the horns of) the altar is their 
oppression.” The horns of the altar are the very center of the oppression for 
which Judah is responsible. 

If the reference here is to the horns of the altar in Jerusalem, then two 
other associations spring to mind. The first is that, according to Deut 27:5, 
iron should not touch the altar: the implication is that the people of Judah 
have sinned not only in the very center of their character but, 
metaphorically, in the very center of their public worship. 

The second association is the notorious incidents in which Solomon sent 
Benaiah to assassinate first Adonijah and then Joab, each of them having 
fled to catch hold of the horns of the altar (1 Kgs 1:50–51; 2:19–25, 28–35).78 I 
suggest that these incidents are the clue by which one might reconstruct the 
text behind v. 2. 

The word at the beginning of v. 2, 4?2?:� , appears so wrong in the context 
that Volz and Rudolph emend it (see BHS). To the contrary I propose that it 
is correct: the act of “remembering” follows directly on the metaphorical 
implication of “tablet of the heart” already noted. As to the phraseology 
with :? “as” and the infinitive construct, one finds this construction at the 
beginning of 6:7, likewise in a passage of accusation, and in that verse the 
following line begins with �� “as” and the corresponding perfect verb (and 
2:26, already discussed, offers the same pattern in the first two lines, with 
 

77 See KB. 
78 For the symbolism of the horns of the altar in these incidents see J. Milgrom, 

Leviticus 1–16 (AB 3; New York: Doubleday, 1991) 250–251. 
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the noun ��� taking the place of the infinitive). Given this pattern, one can 
here envisage two lines, the first beginning with 4?2?:�  and the second with 

�������� ������ ; given a presumed original text with two occurrences of the 
verb ��, the present damaged text would then have arisen by a large 
haplography, a sequence having fallen out between 4?2?:�  and �����: 

As . . . remembered . . . . 
[So] their children [have remembered] their altars and their Asherim. 

Now, given this second line, what might the first line have contained? 
Given “their children” in the second line, one could assume in the first line 
the occurrence of ���� “their fathers” (for this parallelism see 2:5 + 9, and 
compare 6:21). So what might “their fathers” have remembered? My 
suggestion is precisely those assassinations by Benaiah. If we are still on the 
right track, then how might this reference have been expressed? I propose ���


��������, “the hand of the son of Jehoiada”: for the wording with �� see 1 
Kgs 2:25, and, for patronymics in poetry in general see Num 23:18 and 2 
Sam 20:1, and compare Isa 11:1. We would then have: 

As [their fathers] remembered [the hand of the son of Jehoiada, 
So] their children [have remembered] their altars and their Asherim. 

After these two lines there follow two phrases, “on leafy trees, on high 
hills.” These are surely a careless gloss derived from 2:20; indeed there are 
variations in manuscripts and in the Versions that suggest that their 
wording was later smoothed over. 

The next two words in the MT, at the beginning of v. 3, give no real sense, 
����� ��, literally “my mountain in the field.” I suggest a misdivision of 
words, and further that the final � of ���� was a misreading for �� in the 
script current in the Persian period:79 I suggest that the words were 
originally ����� ��� �, “the mountain of strife is devastated”—for 
“mountain of strife” compare Jeremiah’s self-designation as a “man of 
strife,” 15:10 (and might there be an echo here of �������, literally “sacrifices 

 
79 Compare F.M. Cross, “The Development of the Jewish Scripts,” The Bible and the 

Ancient Near East (ed. G. Ernest Wright; New York: Doubleday, 1961) 137, line 1, a 
“classical Aramaic cursive of the late Persian empire.” 
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of strife,” Prov 17:1?); and for ����  compare my discussion of 4:29 under (1) 
above. 

My suggested reconstruction is then: 

(1) The sin of Judah is written with an iron 
pen, 

�	
����������������	�
��� 

with a diamond point it is engraved on the 
tablet of their heart, 

��
���������������
������� 

and at the horns of the altar is  
their center /oppression: 

�������������
��� 

(2) just as their fathers remembered the 
hand of the son of Jehoiada, 

�������������

�������� 

so their children have remembered their 
altars and their Asherim; 

��������������
�������������� 

(3) the mountain of strife is devastated. ��������� 

These lines would make up a sequence of two tricola, both in the form 5 + 5 
+ 3. They would offer a triple assonance among �����, �� and 
����� and an 
echoing between �� and �����. And, however hypothetical, this 
reconstruction is at least consistent with the vocabulary, poetic technique 
and mental world of Jeremiah’s oracles. 

Now: is there any justification for constructing such a Kartenhaus? 
Perhaps. If we can temporarily accept its plausibility, what consequences 
might we draw? 

Both the children’s “remembering” and the fathers’ “remembering” are 
sins. “So their children have remembered their altars and their Asherim”: 
the pairing of “altars” and “Asherim” suggests 2 Kgs 23:12, 14, the narrative 
of Josiah’s destruction of the illicit altars and Asherim in the Temple area. In 
this context “their children” would refer to Jeremiah’s contemporaries who 
remembered the altars and Asherim with approval, who recalled their 
destruction with regret, who were as loyal to those cults as the Jewish 
refugees in Egypt would be after the fall of Jerusalem in 587 (Jer 44:16–18). 

But, if the reconstruction is plausible, Jeremiah declares that what the 
fathers remembered was comparably sinful. Their act of remembering 
would have been not simply a matter of recording the assassinations with a 
pen and thus retaining their memory, but of looking back on the acts with 
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approval as well. Thus two sins are singled out—the assassinations carried 
out at the behest of Solomon, and the plurality of altars and the Asherim in 
Josiah’s day. Jeremiah affirms that these sins, both centered in the Temple 
area, have set in motion the coming destruction of Mount Zion. Since 
Jeremiah was a partisan of Josiah (Jer 22:15),80 if he compares here the sins 
of Josiah’s opponents with the sins of Solomon, then he surely would have 
approved of the Deuteronomistic judgment on Josiah, that “before him 
there was no king like him” (2 Kgs 23:25)—not even Solomon. The passage 
would then offer a complex meditation on history, on the writing and 
recording of history, and on the loyalties called up by public events past 
and present. 

These lines, embodying an accusation, are followed by an announcement 
of judgment in vv. 3a�–4. I shall not pursue an analysis of that section, 
which presents its own issues of text and interpretation. I shall only say 
that, in contrast to other scholars, I do not consider it to be a duplication of 
15:3–4 at all: specifically I understand 17:1–4 to have originated earlier and 
15:3–4 to be a fresh use of the wording of 17:3a�–4 at a subsequent time.81 

 
Conclusion 

I conclude that for a plausible reconstruction of the text of Jeremiah the 
resources of text criticism are necessary but not sufficient. The chasm 
between Jeremiah’s initial dictations of his words and the earliest evidence 
of written text, a period of roughly four centuries, is far too great for the 
achievement of any objective certainty. The subjectivity in judgment of 
which I have made use in this essay, no matter how regrettable 
theoretically, is inevitable. (Compare the recent observations by Bruce 

 
80 See particularly N. Lohfink, “Der junge Jeremia als Propagandist und Poet, Zum 

Grundstock von Jer 30–31,” Le livre de Jérémie, le prophète et son milieu, les oracles et leur 
transmission (ed. P.-M. Bogaert; BETL 54; Leuven: Leuven University, 1981) 351–368. 

81 Holladay, Jeremiah 1, 486. 
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Zuckerman on the relation between objectivity and subjectivity in 
reconstructing the Dead Sea Scrolls.)82  

Misreadings and omissions such as I have identified must have developed 
at an early stage of the text tradition—a situation that would be as one 
might expect, given the fact that not only was the sixth century a time of 
social dislocation, it was as well a time before any collection of material 
from Jeremiah had achieved authoritative status in the wider Jewish 
community. In particular one must keep alert to the presence of words or 
combinations of words that were misplaced and subsequently reinserted at 
the wrong spot. 

Scholars who undertake to bring what remedies they can to the less-than-
perfect texts of Jeremiah need as full a sense of the mentality and 
vocabulary of the prophet as possible. To their examination of the text they 
must bring imagination, a passion for specificity, and tentativeness, a mix of 
talents not easy to maintain. On the other hand, the extent to which any text 
reconstructed by scholars may lay claim to becoming a fresh textus receptus 
for translators and readers raises a whole range of issues into which, 
thankfully, I shall not enter here. 

 
82 B. Zuckerman, “Every Dot and Tiddle [sic], a Consideration of the Limitations of 

Computer Imaging for the Study of the Dead Sea Scrolls,” in Z. Garber and B. 
Zuckerman, Double Takes: Thinking and Rethinking Issues of Modern Judaism in Ancient 
Contexts (Studies in the Shoah 26; Lanham, Maryland: University Press of America, 
2004) 183–196. 


